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Having alienated the Nonconformists by the Education Act 1902, 1903-1905
the Government in 1904 inflamed the temperance reformers against as° *®^:
them by a Licensing Act which provided that a licence once granted
could only be withdrawn, in the absence of misconduct or unsuit-
ability of premises, on payment of compensation. This, argued the
Opposition, converted it into a freehold and conferred an enormous .
bonus on the trade in the form of increased values. While this at
least conciliated the brewers, the introduction of Chinese Labour
into South Africa conciliated practically no one. The spread of a
higher civilisation in that country had seemed to those who sup-
ported the Boer War a necessary sequel and justification, and to
those who opposed it an indispensable measure of atonement. To
both groups the importation of a horde of Chinese under semi-
servile conditions of employment appeared as a negation not only of
•this ideal, but of civilisation itself. Convoyed to the Rand in droves
without their wives or families, immured in compounds whence
they were not allowed to issue without permits (and then only for
48 hours), refused the right of holding mineral rights or any fixed
property, obliged to work 60 hours a week for 2s. a day, subjected
to an extraordinary code of offences and penalties, and destined
after four years of this to be exported to the place from which they
came, they constituted the nearest approach to human chattels—
the fy^vxov n kt*jjulcl of Aristotle—to be found in the British
Empire. Liberals were gravely censured for speaking of Chinese
" slavery," but the distinction between these conditions and formal
servitude seemed to most of them of the flimsiest. la defence of the
scheme the most that could be said (and Mr. Lyttelton, the Minister
responsible for it, kept repeating it) was that since the remuneration
of the immigrants exceeded what most of them could earn in their
own country it would be a hardship to them to be debarred from
bettering their financial condition : and that conditions of labour of
comparable severity had been approved by ordinances of the British
Crown in the past. To Liberals all this seemed beside the^point.
Intolerable conditions of labour within the Empire were none the
less intolerable because their victims would be even worse off in
Cathay; and if, which they denied, conditions materially resembling
them had been countenanced by British Governments in the past,
so much the worse for the ordinances and Governments in questio|i.
In Asquith's words :	^^4^
" When the right hon. gentleman tells us, as he did just now, that he
is only following in our footsteps, that those who sit on this bench, or
previous Ministers, are responsible for the initiation of slavery, Z tejl him

